Funnybones

Read some of Allan Ahlberg’s other books – can you work out which books these pictures
belong to? Allan wrote the stories and Janet did the illustrating.
If you have ‘Each Peach Pear Plum’, ‘Peepo’ or ‘The Jolly Postman’ at
home, spend some time looking really carefully at the illustrations –
there is lots to spot in them. Perhaps you could choose one page and
play ‘I Spy’.

You could watch Allan Ahlberg read ‘Peepo’ here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_3bRQFs7Sc
Shadows
Have fun exploring shadows – put an object outside in the sun and draw round it’s shadow
(without moving the object) at different times in the day. Watch what happens.
Try making shadows with different objects.
This short clip explores ‘light and shadows’
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zntmhyc
Can you work out how a shadow is made?
Perhaps you could make a shadow puppet show. There are some instructions here:
http://www.planet-science.com/categories/under-11s/our-world/2012/04/make-your-own-shadowpuppets.aspx
or here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBwLs2lyWgU (American but gives you the idea and doesn’t
need to be quite so detailed)
Watch this version of ‘The Gruffalo’s Child’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUkiOI87Mo8
Skeleton art
Have some fun creating some skeleton art – you could make people, animals or dinosaurs.
You could use chalk, paint, cotton buds, pasta, paper scraps, wool or straws.

Dem Bones
Have some fun with the different versions of this catchy song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjJONLPzGfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgPktHU5q2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=Jpvuqj5nv6U&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lBZUJ79PNw
Perhaps you could learn the song and make up (and even record) your own version!

Draw a Map
Look closely at the town that ‘Funnybones’ was set in and see if you can draw a map of the
town.
Perhaps you could draw a map of St Peter and set the story in our own village. I wonder where
they would go?
Funnybones was so popular it became the first in a series. There are lots of animated versions
here: https://www.youtube.com/results?sp=mAEB&search_query=Funnybones
Day and Night
There is a whole wealth of things to explore around this concept and could take you to:
* talking about the moon and space
* stars
* how the world moves
* nocturnal animals
* who works at night, why, what do they do?
* the importance of sleep and rest as part of a healthy lifestyle
Here’s a couple of useful clips if you want to explore this concept:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zxcxnbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zsshfg8

